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Abstract: Contributing to current policy and academic debates about bringing humans in the loop of 

Artificial intelligence (AI), we explore whether allowing humans to collaborate with AI in the AI-based 

service production, compared to a pure AI solution, benefits the service production and consumption side. 

We conduct a field experiment with a large savings bank and produce pure AI-based and human-AI 

collaborative investment advice to the bank's customers. On the production side, we find that implementing 

a human-AI collaboration by allowing bankers to have the final say with AI output does not compromise 

advice quality. More importantly, on the consumption side, we find that the customers are more likely to 

align their final investment decisions with advice from this human-AI collaboration, compared to pure AI, 

especially when making more risky investments. The higher reliance on human-AI collaborative advice also 

translates to higher monetary payoffs. Overall, the results from the field experiment suggest that bringing 

humans into the AI-based advisory service production is pivotal to allowing AI-enabled efficiency gains to 

transmit to downstream customers. In a complementary online experiment, we further uncover the 

mechanism underlying customers' higher reliance on bankers' participation in generating investment advice. 

We find that the persuasive efficacy of human-AI collaborative advice stems from social influence on the 

customers. Our findings not only offer new insights for companies contemplating the provision of pure AI-

based services, but also enrich policy and regulatory discussions by demonstrating the value of humans in 

AI-based service production. 
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